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OPEN HOUSE SIGNS OKAY’ED FOR SATURDAY: It was a technical matter
at best on November 8 at the Planning and Public Works Committee. Open House
signs are allowed to be placed up on Tuesdays (when houses are usually open for
realtors to look at) and Sundays from 11am to 6pm.
Open house signs are also allowed to be up on Saturday from 11am to 6pm, but the
Saturday provision for the last five years had to be renewed annually by city officials.
The Saturday open houses are normally held by new home builders in developments
and not realtors.
Mark Teitelbaum of the Home Builders Association was at the meeting asking that the
requirement to renew the provision annually be struck down.

Mark Teitelbaum successfully pleading his case.

Councilman Barry Flachsbart immediately stated he had no problem with extending it
another year, but did not want to remove the annual renewal to have Saturday “Open
House” signs.
Teitelbaum said he thought the annual renewal was unreasonable.
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“It started in 2008 when the economy began tanking and the home building industry
tanked. There are not that many new homes being built,” said Teitelbaum, “We have
been extending this ordinance since 2007.”
Councilman Dan Hurt asked Teitelbaum why he didn’t like to come and visit them once
a year.
“Boy-Councilman” Derek Grier asked the question of the hour.
“Does anyone see any Saturday open house sign with a problem?”
Flachsbart said the problems in his ward prior to the “Open House” sign ordinance was
from realtors and not builders. The committee chairwomen Connie Fultz from Ward-4
said the problem in her area prior to the ordinance was from new home builders making
Long Road and Wild Horse Creek a sea of signs.

Councilwoman Connie Fultz after commenting how home builders
saturating major intersection in Ward-4 was the reason for the more restrictive ordinance.

The committee voted 3-to-1 to remove the annual renewal requirement for home
builders using Saturday “Open House” signs.
ONE WEEKEND IN APRIL WILL BE BAD FOR THE OUTLET MALLS: It was
announced at the Planning and Public Committee that I-64/Hwy 40 will closed for one
weekend in April for the demolition of the Chesterfield Parkway West Bridge over I-64.
The bridge will be out from April to no later than July 30.
COURT ORDERS MONARCH BOARD TO STICK TO LIST FOR NEXT PROMOTION:
Here was the dilemma…the new Monarch fire Board which is considered pro-taxpayer
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and not a backer of the firefighters union wants to create a new promotion list for the
position of captain. According to published reports the current promotion list expires
this month. There was one opening for the position of Captain due to a retirement.
On October 30 a suit was filed by the firefighter’s union Local 2665 attorney Rick Barry
in behalf for the top three firefighters currently on the promotion list. They are Thomas
Beauchamp, Dana Buckley and Craig Sullivan.
In fairness the Board should go by the current contract and make the promotion from
this list. The reason they don’t want to could be that the list is from the old board of
directors that was considered to be pro union. With a selection process the current
board considers bias.
Often inside some union fire departments and fire districts where the board is pro union
leaning, some people on the promotion list are there due to their standing in the union
more than their leadership, knowledge or ability.
I assumed when area police departments have a promotional process and promote one
officer and then suddenly have another supervisor retire and they don’t promote the
next guy on the list something is up. Instead they spend several thousand dollars
going through another process. This usually indicates that the command staff did not
like the next person on the list.
I experienced this in the mid-1980s when after testing I would end up on the top of a
promotion list, but suddenly after the chief’s interview I would be fourth or fifth. At the
time I was a city wide employee representative and on the board of directors of the
Kansas City Regional Fraternal Order of Police.

CUNNINGHAM TELLS HER SIDE IN THE BORGMANN DISPLINARY ISSUE: John
Borgmann was the only command officer not fired in November 2011 after appeals
courts found in favor of the female Monarch Fire Protection District employees’ lawsuit
alleging sexual discrimination. Back in 2011 Borgmann was consider part of the enemy
camp by many of the union firefighters…fast forward to October 2013 and they
firefighters are marching in a picket line in support of Borgmann.
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Ast. Chief John Borgmann
All anyone at first was saying was that Borgmann was insubordinate at a public meeting
that no one attended, toward Board member Jane Cunningham.
West Magazine writer Jim Erickson wrote an article on the pickets with a spin somewhat
in favor of the union firefighters.

Photo by ME

Here’s a portion from Erickson’s article
What led to the outpouring of support for Borgmann was an incident that occurred at a board meeting
more than a month ago when board members and Monarch command officers were discussing budgetrelated issues.
Monarch Director Jane Cunningham was questioning various daily activities of on-duty firefighterparamedics, including the common grocery store visit to purchase supplies for the day. Because a typical
work shift is 24 hours, personnel chip in to buy ingredients for cooking their own meals. That practice is
not unique to Monarch.
As Cunningham continued with her questioning, Borgmann also was responding, leading to a brief
exchange between the two about who should be speaking.
In the context of budget discussion and debate, neither person’s remarks seemed overly emotional. And
because each made only one comment about who should be speaking, neither was the exchange
protracted.
However, Monarch Board President Robin Harris abruptly called for a meeting recess and summoned
Borgmann and Fire Chief Tom Vineyard to a private session in a nearby room.
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http://www.newsmagazinenetwork.com/2013103041553/monarch-firefighterparamedics-protest-disciplinary-hearing-of-assistant-chief/#commentspost
There was no record of this meeting, so I was reluctant to report what either side had to
say about it. Call it a having a bit of rare journalist ethics on my part. Apparently that did
not bother Erickson, who according to his article did not attempt to give a source for
what was said at the meeting. He quoted a union official as to why the pickets were in
front of the district headquarters, but gave no clue as to who his source was.
I was at the October meeting with the pickets. I went outside and shot several photos
which ran with my article and comments on the pickets and the meeting.
I did not see Jim Erikson at the meeting. I could not help but notice that Erickson and
West Magazine did not give a photo credit on the photo of picketers he ran. I have a
feeling that came from someone with the firefighters union.
The slanted piece by Erickson apparently so upset Jane Cunningham that she posted a
reply to it on the West Magazine website.

Jane Cunningham at two recent negotiation sessions over the next Monarch contract.

1. Jane Cunningham, Former State Senator and Monarch Director says:
11/09/13 at 10:25 pm
Jim Erickson, you witnessed what happened and you are not reporting the truth.
Assistant Chief Borgmann interrupted me when I was speaking, yelling at me that I
needed to listen to him. It was hostile, shocking and insubordinate. I have never been
yelled at by an employee, virtually telling me to shut up and let him speak instead. To
defuse the tense situation, President Harris acted appropriate by calling the Chief and
Borgmann out of the room. At the request of Harris, Borgmann apologized when he
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returned to the room. If he had done nothing wrong, he would not have apologized and
he would have told President Harris he disagreed with the need to do so.
The budget discussion that triggered the outburst was about staff use of expensive
firetrucks for errands when the vehicles are wearing out too quickly. We have also had
complaints from taxpayers who see on-duty firefighters running their errands in our
vehicles while they are supposed to be on-duty. The board is pleased the employees
want to cook and eat together at the firehouses, but the firefighters refuse to bring
ingredients from home or stop on their way to pick up food like employees in any other
profession would do. The union is fighting at every turn to keep control of the people’s
district despite the mandate from the voters.

SHOPPING WITH A FIRE TRUCK: Going back in time a shift of firefighters would
usually collect food money among themselves and one person would bring items for
that day’s main meal when the reported to work.

Apparently an official piece of Monarch FPD apparatus is a shopping cart.

Over time in the suburbs where there were not many calls firefighters would simply shop
while on duty, leaving the driver (truck engineer) with the truck and the others inside the
store buying groceries. This of course is not done in busy urban departments where
engine companies answer as many as 12-to-20 calls a day. Plus in many urban area
there is not a supermarket anywhere near a specific firehouse.
I used to laugh when I would see the Kirkwood fire crew from the Dougherty Ferry fire
station shopping at the Des Peres Schnucks. I always wondered why they were giving
sales tax money to Des Peres and not shopping at the Schnucks’ store on Manchester
Road in Kirkwood.
There are two clear problems about grocery shopping with a fire engine. First while the
shopping firefighters have their cart 3/4s full and get a call, how is that fair to the grocery
store…leaving groceries sitting in the store.
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The more serious problem is that fire stations are supposed to be centrally located to
allow for a quick response anywhere in the coverage area. Supermarkets are not. So
when firefighters and their truck are at a supermarket and a call comes in for an area at
the furthest edge of the station’s coverage area, how is that fair to the citizens.
I hit the roof back in 2006 when the West County EMS and FPD, which had just signed
a 5-year $17-million contract with Town and Country suddenly began a campaign to
annex Town and Country into the fire district. Guess what? Property values in Town
and Country are a lot higher than those in Manchester, which is the core area for the Fie
District. Town and Country, where residents pay no property taxes for local city
services including fire service (paid by sales taxes and business license fees) were
suddenly going to have to pay between $500 and $2,000 a year in new taxes depending
on the value of their house, businesses would be paying a lot more.
One of the excuses for this attempt tax grab by the fire district was they needed to build
a second fire house in Town and Country to improve response times. While sticking to
this ridiculous claim (they were answering a total of 4 ambulance calls a day and it had
been 18 months since there had been a structure fire in T&C at the time) I found an
ambulance crew eating at a Lenten church fish fry not at the far eastern edge of the city,
but actually outside the city in Dew Peres. So much for a quick response time, when
you are responding from outside the city!
The other problem of shopping with a fire truck: There is a PR issue with taxpayers.
Firefighters might be America’s Heroes, but when the Heroes go shopping in a vehicle
that costs between $500,000 and $750,000 the taxpayers can sometimes create an
issue.
WEST MAGAZINE JOURNALISTIC STANDARDS: I know a lot of people love West
Magazine because of their very conservative editorial slant. But over the years their
journalist standards has been suspect at best.
When I was on the Town and Country Board of Aldermen and I would introduce a bills
to make inattentive driving an offense, have the city join the rest of towns in the county
with lateral sewer insurance or force the police to cite the business and not just the
employees when liquor was found to have been sold to minors, a West Magazine
reporter would call Mayor Jon Dalton for a quote about the legislation. Dalton would
always take the opportunity to bad mouth me. A reporter NEVER called me for a quote
about legislation which I wrote and was introducing over a two year period.
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More recently in early 2013 a cub reporter, Molly James wrote how the Town and
Country had a balanced budget, basing her article on a statement by Mayor Dalton that
the general fund had a slight surplus. James had no idea how to read a budget and
failed to figure out that the general fund was just one of four segments of the budget.
While she was reporting a balanced budget, in fact the budget submitted by Dalton and
passed by the aldermanic board had a $3,000,000 deficit which later grew to a
6,000,000 deficit.
You really have to take what you read in West Magazine with a grain of salt. I can
understand why Jane Cunningham is not crazy about West Magazine and Jim
Erickson’s reporting on the Monarch FPD.
WHEN A PUBLIC SCHOOL TUTION IS MORE EXPENSIVE THAT A PRIVATE
SCHOOL: My curiosity was peaked when I was reading a sports article in the
September 26 edition of the Post-Dispatch. It was about former Missouri basketball star
and NBA player Steve Stipanovich’s daughter Hannah spending her senior year at
Clayton High School. Hannah had transferred from Westminster to Clayton High
School.
Steve Stipanovich had been head girls’ basketball coach at Westminster until he
resigned last April. The Stipanovich family had lived in Town and Country in a
subdivision off of North Mason Road. Last year they moved to a rental house off of
Conway Road. Now they are in the Clayton School District.
It was very interesting to see that a Stipanovich kid was not going to Westminister.
Hannah’s older sisters went to the Christian school and Kelli is a starting Volleyball
player at the University of Arkansas in her senior year.
Hannah scored her 1,000th point in basketball last February as a junior playing for her
dad. She was on a state championship volleyball team last year at Westminster.

Hannah Stipanovich
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Sports aside, I was interested in the cost of her education on the open market, as
Clayton constantly is ranked as one of the top public high school in Missouri. It turns out
that she is going to a public school with a higher tuition rate (for out of district kids) than
the private school she attended.
This year the Westminster tuition is $13,900. However the rate at Clayton High School
for out of district transfers is $16,250.
Before being in the Clayton School District the Stipanovichs had lived in the Parkway
School District. This year the Parkway School District’s tuition rate for out of district
students is $11,444, a bargain compared to Clayton or Westminster.
Here are some other area private school tuition rates:
$23,600
$23,500
$18,700

Mary Institute-Country Day
Whitfield
Villa Duchesne

At Catholic DeSmet High School when Steve starred on the basketball court with Mark
Dressler before they both went on to the University of Missouri the current annual cost
for a high school education is $13,395, $505 less than the going rate at Westminster.

HERE IS AN UPDATE ABOUT THE MARYVILLE UNIVERSITY REZONING
PROPOSAL IN NEARBY T&C:
MARYVILLE UNIVERSITY PACKS THE ROOM FOR THE LATEST PUBLIC
HEARING: On July 30 beginning at 10:30pm after a very long hearing on a BJC
proposal for property it bought back in 2007 at Hwy 40 and Mason Road, there was
another public hearing. The second Planning and Zoning public hearing was on the
request from Maryville University to rezone 15-ares of residential property owned by the
Ball family to Major Educational.
Maryville wanted to move a soccer field, softball and their entire maintenance facility
from the campus to a site on Conway Road. The main reason is because Maryville is
out of room to expand on the main campus.
That July 30 public hearing before the Planning and Zoning Commission lasted 90minutes until midnight when the P&Z Commission voted to approve the rezoning
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request. No one attended the public hearing to speak in favor of the rezoning expect the
officials from Maryville who put on a presentation.
http://www.johnhoffmann.net/ex_newsletter_94.pdf
Fast Forward to November 11: The public hearing before the Board of Aldermen on
the rezoning request was held on November 11. Maryville apparently wised up and
decided to stack the crowd. I have a feeling some members of the Board of Aldermen
will use this as an excuse to vote for the project.
The Aldermanic chambers and the city hall parking lot were filled long before the
scheduled 7pm start.

The overflow crowd had to go into the cofrence room and watch on closed circuit TV.
Some speakers who lived in Town and Country and spoke for the project were
employees or board members. Only one fully identified himself as being associated
with Maryville.
Others would say what a good neighbor “Maryville” was but by the time they finished,
Maryville would become “we” in their comments.
Of the 32 people who spoke five were from the Ball family who currently owns the land
and ants to sell it to Maryville for a rumored $3,000,000 and at least four people were
associated with Maryville, including the student body president. There were other
students in the crowd, one sat behind me and did school work all night and never paid
any attention to what was being said. plus more employees of Maryville and not
residents of T&C who would clap for people making remarks in favor of the project.
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For three hours this kid did college kid did her homework, while
residents went without seats.

There were nine people who spoke in favor of the rezoning who we could not identify
being with the Ball family or Maryville. Counting the plants from Maryville and the Balls
a total of 14 people spoke for the rezoning.
17 people spoke against the project. One person was for the project if traffic was made
to use the North 40 Outer Road and reach the fields by driving through the campus and
not on Conway Road. .
Retired internist, Dr. Dorothy Cook gave the most interesting comments as it was like a
thriller…it had a surprised ending. Cook spoke what a great asset Maryville University.
It seemed like Dorothy was going to be for the project.
Then she threw a curveball. She mentioned that the current zoning laws would allow
Maryville not to rezone the land, but simply get a Conditional Use Permit for the fields
only. She then said the problem is the maintenance facility which should not be allowed
on the Conway Road property.
Go back to a simpler time…and give me $3,000,000: The most disingenuous
speakers were the five from the Ball family. Their theme was how they grew up on the
property, rode horses and how the campus of the then all-women Maryville College run
by nuns and their property seemed to all run together. They failed to mention, “and if
you approve this we get $3,000,000.”
LIES AND OTHER BULLSHIT FROM GEORGE STOCK: The main presentation for
the rezoning was by Consulting engineer George Stock who is the front man for
Missouri Baptist Hospital. George was spinning things as if Maryville University was a
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benevolent force in Town and Country. He actually overspun to the point where some
of his statements could better be labeled as BULLSHIT. He are a few examples:

Maryville bigwigs confer during Stock’s 40-minute presentation.

George Stock was spinning the facts faster than one of the Spinner’s Motown 45 rpm records.

WHAT HE SAID: “Maryville is respectful of streams and nature. With Smith Creek we
are intent to preserve it.”
TRUTH: Actually Maryville is respectful of stream and will preserve Smith Creek
because if they don’t they will not get required permits from the Army Corps of
Engineers and the Metropolitan Sewer District of St. Louis, plus they would be in
violation of city, state the Federal laws.
WHAT HE SAID: “Maryville saved an underperforming Marriott Hotel, by buying it and
converting it to a dormitory.
TRUTH: I was on the Board of Aldermen when this happened. Maryville had approval
to build a new dorm on campus. However after the October 2008 recession they could
not afford to build the dormitory. They admitted as much when they were before the
Aldermen looking for a Conditional Use Permit to turn the Marriott Hotel located directly
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at the front of the campus into dorms. It was cheaper to buy the hotel and remodel it
than build a new building. In other words Maryville was not rushing to the rescue of a
hotelier in trouble, but took advantage of a good deal.
WHAT WAS SAID: Stock said how local residents get to enjoy the property for
recreation and walks.
TRUTH: Nearby resident Jan St. Eves countered this by saying how twice her sons
had gone to the Maryville field along Conway to kick a soccer ball or toss a baseball,
only to have Maryville Security Officers force them to leave. She said that was followed
with “No Trespassing” signs.
Also after nearby residents walked on the campus to the current maintenance facility
and took photos of it in a disorderly condition, Maryville posted the area with No
Trespassing signs. So much for those nice walks.
WHAT HE SAID: George Stock pointed out that the maintenance facility at Queeny
Park was older than the one at Maryville and closer to homes on Mason Road.
TRUTH: When the maintenance facility at Queeny Park was created the park and all
the houses along Mason Road were in unincorporated St. Louis County. The park is
still in unincorporated St. Louis County and Town and Country has no control over it.
Also the maintenance facility at Queeny Park is kept clean and is not an eyesore. It is
directly next to an area used for spring and summer weddings.
WHAT HE SAID: George Stock attacked the video of Dan Grossman representing one
homeowner’s association where the Dierbergs supermarket on Olive is super imposed
on a photo of the open field where they plan to build the Maryville maintenance facility.
Stock said how the supermarket is almost 50,000 square feet and maintenance facility
is only 18,000 square feet.
TRUTH: The actual total square footage for the locker rooms, concession areas and a
mezzanine level to the maintenance facility brings it closer to 28,000 square feet.
However Stock failed to mentioned that the frontage of both buildings are about the
same, while the supermarket is deeper with more square footage. So the image created
by Mr. Grossman accurately shows what the front of the maintenance building will look
like.
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WHAT HE SAID: Stock said needed locker rooms and a concession stand were
needed.
TRUTH: The Maryville University Gym is nearby with locker rooms and showers.
Webster University Softball is played at a city owned field maintained by Webster
University during the spring at Blackburn Park located two blocks from the campus.
There are no concession stands or locker rooms. Washington University’s softball field
is located at the corner of Forsyth and Big Bend. It has no concession stand or locker
rooms. Fontbonne University softball is played at the ABC Softball complex in St. Ann.
There is a concession stand run by the park but there are no locker rooms.
Webster University plays soccer at the Soccer complex in Fenton. There are
concession stands, but no locker room. Fontbonne plays soccer at a Clayton School
district facility without a locker room for Fontbonne and the opponents.
In reality this structure is not needed for locker rooms or concessions, but appears to be
an excuse to build the maintenance facility.
WHAT WAS SAID IN JULY: Stock tried to say at the July Planning and Zoning
meeting that the fire marshal would not certify the interior road from the main campus
drive to the maintenance facility.
TRUTH: The WCEMSFPD Fire Marshall told me in a telephone interview that the road
was approved. We also found an email to city officials from the fire marshal that was
sent long before Stock’s July statement that the road met fire code requirements.
WHAT WAS SAID: George Stock said he could find no flood plain information about
the Ball property.
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TRUTH: He then had to admit that a flood plain was clearly shown on both pieces of
property to the west and east of the Ball property.
The residents who appeared and made the best points were the one who did not speak
against the ball fields, but who said that storing diesel fuel, road salt, metal trash waiting
for a recycling truck every three months plus gasoline powered equipment in an area
with flooding potential with the strong possibility of sending chemicals and fuels
downstream to residential areas was nuts!

MAYOR RECUSES HIMSELF…SAYS IT IS THE RIGHT THING TO DO…WHAT
ABOUT ALL THE OTHER CONFLICTS? Mayor/cigarette lobbyist/User of Eminent
Domain to snatch widows’ property Jon Dalton does not like to be associated with
controversy, plus George Stock the consulting engineer for Maryville gives him
campaign contributions. While Dalton has a seat on the Planning and Zoning
Commission he rarely shows up to those meetings, because he has to vote. As mayor
he doesn’t vote unless there is a tie.
Clearly there are a number of wealthy residents who live along Conway Road who have
never paid much attention to local politics, but will likely do so now.
So what did Dalton do on Monday? He announced that his 200-person law firm at one
time had represented Maryville University on a matter so he felt obligated to recuse
himself from the hearing. This is after he had told some residents he supported their
position against Maryville. With possible voters and contributors on both side of an
issue, what is a person to do? Of course…leave! Dalton said four times that his
decision was the “right thing to do.”
Of course back in 2005 when Dalton was an alderman and then mayor he saw no
problem being on the payroll of the city’s largest contractor, the West County EMS and
Fire Protection District.
In December of 2005 he had no problem signing a $17.5 million contract with the Fire
District, which his law firm did not just represent in Jefferson City as a lobbyist, it was
Dalton. Again in 2010 Dalton saw no conflict of interest in signing a one-year contract
extension with WCEMSFPD. Again in 2011 Dalton had no problem negotiating a new
contract with his former client.
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Dalton announces he is recusing himself from the
Maryville University public hearing, because his law firm once represented Maryville. Dalton apparently
thinks it is okay to sign contracts with the Fire District which he represented.

Dalton also thought it was not a good idea to recuse himself when West County mayors
wanted him to sign a letter supporting the St. Louis County ordinance banning smoking.
Dalton at the time was a lobbyist for 28 different brands of cigarettes.

BE HAPPY WHERE YOU LIVE:
For Sale…Only…$1,260,000

On Bradley Lane in Chevy Chase,
Maryland
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MAPS: Someone sent me maps of the world that are highlighted to show different
issues. Two caught my eye immediately. The maps that claimed to show hospitality to
foreign visitors and one showing a free press.
The United States was not in the top tier of either one. If you look at the map Canada
and Iceland are both listed as top countries for friendliness to foreigners. This map was
done by the Washington Post and also shows Yemen, Senegal and Mali to be very
friendly. While I agree with the choice of Canada, where with the exception of French
speaking Quebec, everyone I have ever encountered in Canada have been amazingly
friendly.
The same is true with Iceland (also on the list) and is a reason I try to fly Icelandair
when I go to Europe.
But Yemen and Mali? Yemen and Mali are both experiencing internal terrorist issues.
They are apparently friendly if you can put up with those terrorists. Both Yemen and
Mali are also on the State Department “Travel Advisory” list as countries where it is
dangerous to travel to, especially for Westerners, who are prime kidnapping targets.
Maybe they are friendly kidnappers too!
NATIONAL ATTITUDES TO FOREIGNERS
This surprising and interesting map uses data from the World Economic Forum, to rate how welcoming
countries are to foreign visitors. The information was gathered using a survey in which people were
simply asked, "How welcome are foreign visitors in your country?"
DID YOU KNOW? According to the data, the three countries in which foreigners are most welcome are
Iceland, New Zealand and Morocco.
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FREEDOM OF THE PRESS
Scandinavia and northern Europe stand out as the frontrunners in this 2013 map, which shows respect
for media freedom. We'd certainly like to see some more white on this one in years to come!
DID YOU KNOW? Finland – also known for its awesome baby boxes – has stood out as the country that
most respects free press for three years running.

Image: Reporters Without Borders
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FOOD:
Raising Cane in Des Peres! There is a new chicken fast food place in Des Peres. It is
on the north side of Manchester just west of Chick-fil-a, at 12215 Manchester. My wife
and I tried it on its second day of operation.
The menu is refreshingly simple. It is chicken fingers with a few sides…that is it! The
sandwich is just some chicken fingers on a Kaiser roll with some lettuce. A box meal
comes with fries, slaw and a piece of Texas toast. The chain is relatively new and is
headquartered in Baton Rogue, Louisiana.
We went ala carte and ordered five chicken fingers, 75-cents worth of Cole slaw and 29cents worth of sauce. That’s right they charge you for the sauce if you order ala carte.
With tax the bill was around $6.50.
The chicken fingers were better than those sold in Schnuck’s or Dierberg’s hot food deli
sections. However they were not as good as chicken strips at Hardee’s or Chick-fil-a.

Frankly, I was not grabbed by the product to the point where I am looking forward to the
next time I come back. In fact my experience might just make me be sure to try Chickfil-a or Hardee’s the next time I want chicken strips. There has been a Raising Cane’s
at the Chesterfield Mall since last spring.
BILLY G’s Kirkwood is getting to be a lot like the Delmar Loop. We went there on
Saturday night to get a late dinner and hear Jim Manly and Arthur Toney play some jazz
at the One-19 on S. Kirkwood Road. At 9pm there was a 40-to-60 wait for a table.
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We decided to walk around the corner and try Billy G’s at 131 W. Argonne across the
street from the train station. There was a private party going on inside and outside of the
train station with people dancing in the driveway.
We got to Billy G’s at about 9:15pm. Despite it being 58-degrees the patio was half full.
The spacious inside was about 90-prcent full but we got a table for our party of three.
Instead of getting dinners we decided to sample other items on the menu. The clam
chowder was excellent, however we were told that it is rarely on the on the menu.
An order of onion rings were pricey at $8.99 and frankly not that good.
B-B-Q is served Thursdays-through-Sunday. We tried a brisket sandwich that was
$12.99 and came with sweet potato fries and Cole Slaw.
The sandwich was large allowing us to split it three ways. The brisket was dry and had
to be helped with generous portions of B-B-Q sauce. My tablemates, two experts on
things from sweet potatoes said they were okay, but not special.
The total bill that included a bottle of a specialty beer and a cup of hot tea came to
$38.44. Frankly the food is half as much in price and much better at Charlotte’s Rib on
Clayton Road at Kehr’s Mill. That said Billy G’s seems to be popular with the locals, but
you can do better.

SATCHMO’S: Satchmo’s Bar and Grill is in the strip center on the north side of Olive
Blvd. just west of Hwy 141 (13375 Olive). Former Chesterfield Patch editor Jean
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Whitney, who occasionally fills in for me, suggested we try it for lunch. We were going to
meet at 12:15 on a Friday.
When I pulled into the parking lot it was almost full. I watched as groups of four and six
people walked across the parking lot. My first thought was, “this place must really be
good.” The closer I got I quickly figured out that the large crowds were not going to
Satchmo’s but to the Mexican place next door.

When I walked into Satchmo’s, there were two people at a table and four at the bar.
Jean and I basically had our pick of all the tables in the place at 12:15.
Jean and I decided to share orders. Jan got the spicy pulled pork soft tacos. I got the
roast beef and cheese sandwich with fries. Both were around $8.
The two large taco wraps with the pulled pork would fill anyone up and it was tasty. The
roast beef and cheese was good too, but not special. The fries were below average. .

No time during lunch did we hear any trumpet or vocal recordings by Louis Armstrong
being played.
Lunch was okay. Neither of our orders are suddenly going to have Satchmo’s replace
Smitty’s as a place to go for lunch or dinner. .
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MUSIC: Last weekend we had a variety of places to choose from, but went to see Jim
Manley and Arthur Toney at theOne-19 in Kirkwood.

UPCOMING: The 7-piece Mad Brass and Rhythm return to Jazz at Bistro this weekend
with two sets each night beginning at 7:30. Last November the place was packed. We
came for the early show and moved back toward the bar staying for the late show.
If you have a kid playing an instrument in high school…here is an inexpensive chance
to take them to one of St. Louis’ better music venues. Also every musician playing is
very accessible after the show. Several are music educators and would love to talk to
your younger musician.
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Anita at Robbie’s House of Jazz: I know there are several Anita Rosamond
fans who get this newsletter. Anita is with her full band on Friday night November 15 at
Robbie’s House of jazz in Webster Groves. Robbie’s is on Allen Ave located behind
the Straub’s store on Lockwood. I’m sure Anita would appreciate her fans coming as
Robbie’s is sometimes a tough draw. She will be there from 7:30-to-10:30. There is a
$10 cover.

CARTOONS
This first one is from the pen of former St. Louisian, the son of local TV icon Charlotte
Peters and CBC grad Mike Peters.
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SHOE is by far the funniest comic around unfortunately the editors at the Post-dispatch don’t think so.
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